[1] We investigate the signatures of atmospheric pressure adjustment mechanism for surface wind convergence/ divergence over major sea surface temperature (SST) frontal regions using global observations of satellite sounding and scatterometer. Lower tropospheric air thickness, which includes a sea-level pressure component modified by air temperature in the marine atmospheric boundary layer, is analyzed, and the relation between the Laplacian of the thickness and wind convergence are examined. Among four SST frontal regions in mid-latitudes, correlation between the thickness Laplacian and wind convergence is the largest over the Gulf Stream followed by those for the Agulhas Return Current and for the Brazil/Malvinas Current, and relatively small but still significant over the KuroshioOyashio Extension. These correlations strongly suggest that the pressure adjustment mechanism ubiquitously plays an important role in air-sea interaction over the global SST frontal regions. Furthermore, air temperatures in the first two regions exhibit SST-relating signatures even in the mid-troposphere. Citation: Shimada, T., and S. Minobe (2011), Global analysis of the pressure adjustment mechanism over sea surface temperature fronts using AIRS/Aqua data, Geophys.
Introduction
[2] How ocean surface conditions influence the atmosphere is an important research subject for understanding of the Earth's climate. Scatterometer observations have revealed that surface wind divergence/convergence are strongly induced by sea surface temperature (SST) fronts associated with ocean currents (see reviews by Chelton et al. [2004] , Xie [2004] , and Small et al. [2008] ). A well-known explanation for the wind response to SST fronts is the vertical mixing mechanism [e.g., Wallace et al., 1989] . The near-surface atmosphere destabilizes over warmer SSTs and the intensified vertical mixing brings large momentum from aloft to accelerate the surface wind. Microwave satellite observations of wind and SST have shown evidence of this mechanism globally: the Gulf Stream [e.g., Chelton et al., 2004] , the Kuroshio Extension [e.g., Nonaka and Xie, 2003] , the Brazil/Malvinas Currents [Tokinaga et al., 2005] , and the Agulhas Return Current [e.g., O'Neill et al., 2005] .
[3] Another mechanism is known as the pressure adjustment mechanism [e.g., Lindzen and Nigam, 1987; Feliks et al., 2004] . In this mechanism, SST generates a difference of air temperature in the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) across a front, and the resultant pressure anomalies produce wind convergence (divergence) over warm (cold) water. The importance of this mechanism has been mainly suggested by numerical studies over the Gulf Stream [e.g., Wai and Stage, 1989; Warner et al., 1990; Song et al., 2006] and over the tropical Pacific [Small et al., 2003 [Small et al., , 2005 . Early observational studies that showed the importance of this mechanism used limited data such as sea level pressures (SLPs) observed at a few mooring buoys in the tropical Pacific [Cronin et al., 2003] or aircraft air-temperature observations across the Gulf Stream [Smahrt et al., 2004] . Recently, based on SLP data of high-resolution operational analyses, Minobe et al. [2008] proposed that this mechanism plays an important role in producing the observed pattern of wind convergence and divergence on the scale of the entire Gulf Stream. Furthermore, they suggested that the wind convergence over the Gulf Stream axis is important in determining the location of enhanced rain and tropospheric responses. Also, Tokinaga et al. [2009] and Minobe et al. [2010] found the minimum of spatially high-pass filtered SLPs collocated with the wind convergence over the Kuroshio Extension and the Gulf Stream, respectively, using a marine meteorological dataset. Thus, the pressure adjustment mechanism on the scale of ocean currents has attracted increasing attentions.
[4] However, no global investigation based on observations has been conducted for the pressure adjustment mechanism. The above-mentioned studies were analyses for a single frontal region based on different data and methods. In addition, no study has examined roles of this mechanism over frontal regions in the Southern Hemisphere such as the Brazil/Malvinas Current and the Agulhas Return Current. An observational analysis is required for the global climatological assessment of the pressure adjustment mechanism. To that end, a major difficulty arises from the fact that there is no global observational dataset of SLP which can resolve possible influences of oceanic fronts. However, unprecedented satellite sounding of air temperature, which successfully detected frontal influence on the atmosphere [Liu et al., 2007] , can be used for estimating SLP components modified by air temperatures in the MABL. The sounding data allow us to apply a newly-proposed method to assess the pressure adjustment mechanism globally. Therefore, this paper explores the pressure adjustment mechanism based on satellite observations including its geographical differences and seasonal variations.
Data and Method
[5] We use three datasets of satellite observations. Air temperatures are derived from Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) onboard Aqua on a 1°× 1°grid [e.g., Chahine et al., 2006] . Wind convergence is calculated from the equivalent neutral wind product from SeaWinds/QuikSCAT at a 0.25°× 0.25°resolution. SST is obtained from Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) onboard Aqua at a 0.25°× 0.25°grid. A Gaussian filter is applied to the respective data with an e-folding scale of 70 km to reduce noises primarily found in the AIRS data. This study analyzes climatological fields for 6 years (September 2002 to August 2008), and mainly focuses on the following four western boundary current regions in mid-latitudes: the Gulf Stream (30°-48°N, 80°-40°W); the Kuroshio-Oyashio Extension (32°-45°N, 142°-170°E); the Brazil/Malvinas Current (52°-35°S, 62°-35°W); and the Agulhas Return Current (45°-35°S, 15°-60°E).
[6] We employ a method proposed by Minobe et al. [2008] , who examined a linear relationship between the Laplacian of SLP and the near surface wind convergence as a measure of the pressure adjustment mechanism. Although the linear relation was based on a simple boundary layer model of Lindzen and Nigam [1987] , its representativeness of the pressure adjustment mechanism was corroborated by a recent budget analysis using a regional atmospheric model over the western North Atlantic (K. Takatama et al., personal communication, 2010) , and also by a striking similarity between the SLP Laplacian and wind convergence in a high-resolution air-sea coupled general circulation model (0.1°for the ocean and 0.25°for the atmosphere) over the Gulf Stream [Bryan et al., 2010] .
[7] In order to examine the relation, we analyze a thickness (H) between two isobaric levels of 1000 (p 1 ) and 850 (p 2 ) hPa derived from the AIRS air-temperature observations. The thickness is defined as:
where p is the air pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration, T is the air temperature, R d is the gas constant for dry air. The upper limit of 850 hPa indicates that the layer includes the MABL within which the direct effect of SST variation is typically trapped [e.g., Minobe et al., 2008] . A larger thickness means a warmer air-temperature in the defined layer, which causes lower SLP. Thus, the thickness includes a SST-induced SLP variation, and the signreversed thickness Laplacian (−r 2 H, hereinafter just thickness Laplacian) can be an alternative for the SLP Laplacian. The validity of the thickness Laplacian is confirmed by a significant linear relationship between the SLP Laplacian and thickness Laplacian both of which are computed from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather (ECMWF) operational analysis data over the Gulf Stream (correlation is −0.74 for annual mean climatology of 0.5°grid). Thus, spatial covariability between the thickness Laplacian and wind convergence, if found, can be evidence of the pressure adjustment mechanism. Also correspondence between the thickness Laplacian and sign-reversed SST Laplacian (−r 2 SST, hereinafter just SST Laplacian) indicates the importance of SST gradient for generating SLP differences across SST fronts. frontal regions (Figure 1 , for global maps see Figure S1 ). 1 Furthermore, spatially high-pass filtered thickness shows similar patterns to the thickness Laplacian ( Figure S2 ), confirming that the patterns do not depend on details of the methodology. Positive (negative) SST and thickness Laplacians and wind convergence (divergence) are distributed along the SST fronts on the warmer (colder) side on the whole. These correspondences are consistent with the pressure adjustment mechanism. Possible spatial shifts of ∼100-200 km between the parameters due to the mean wind advection [e.g., Small et al., 2003 Small et al., , 2005 are indiscernible here because of the low resolution of the AIRS data. Over the Gulf Stream (Figure 1a) , the thickness Laplacian exhibits a strikingly similar pattern to the SLP Laplacian shown by Minobe et al. [2008] . Over the Kuroshio-Oyashio Extension (Figure 1b) , the correspondences between the three parameters are generally weaker than those over the Gulf Stream. However, the positive SST and thickness Laplacians are collocated with the wind convergences on the south of the quasi-stationary axis of the Kuroshio Extension (36°N/143°-150°E), consistent with Tokinaga et al. [2009] . Positive (negative) SST and thickness Laplacians are accompanied by wind convergence (divergence) to the south (north) of the subpolar fronts around 40°N/152°E. For the Brazil/Malvinas Current (Figure 1c) , pairs of remarkable positive and negative bands of these three parameters extend along the SST fronts, say, meridionally along 54°W and zonally along 48°S. Over the Agulhas Return Current and its meandering extension (Figure 1d ), positive and negative values generally distribute north and south across the SST front along 42°S, respectively. Consequently, the pressure adjustment mechanism plays a role in atmospheric responses over the major oceanic currents.
Results
[9] In order to examine more closely the relations among the parameters, we draw scatter plots from the monthly climatologies (Figure 2) . In all the regions, clear linear relations are obtained with statistically significant correlation between the thickness Laplacian and wind convergence (Figure 2, top) . The significant correlations show the contribution of the pressure adjustment mechanism to wind convergence, and the correlation coefficients and slopes may reflect regional differences of the contribution. The correlation coefficient is the highest for the Gulf Stream and the lowest for the Kuroshio-Oyashio Extension, suggesting that the pressure adjustment mechanism plays major and minor roles in the former and the latter regions, respectively. Meanwhile, linear relations between the SST and thickness Laplacians are evident in all the regions (Figure 2, bottom) . These relations indicate that the pressure adjustment mechanism originates from the SST difference across the fronts.
[10] We look into the seasonal variations of the thickness Laplacian and its relation to wind convergence in the four regions. Figure 3a shows monthly climatological variations of spatial standard deviations of thickness Laplacian, as a measure of the amplitude of pressure perturbation. The standard deviations are larger (smaller) during the cool (warm) season in all the regions, suggesting that larger contrasts of surface heat flux across the SST fronts during the cool season contribute to yield larger pressure changes.
[11] In contrast, seasonal variations of the correlation coefficients between the thickness Laplacian and wind convergence are different from one region to another (Figure 3b ). Over the Gulf Stream, the correlations are higher during the warm season as opposed to the smaller standard deviation (Figure 3a) . In contrast, the correlations are generally higher during the cool season over the Kuroshio-Oyashio Extension. The correlations show semi-annual variation for the Brazil/Malvinas Current, but relatively small seasonal variation over the Agulhas Return Current. These results indicate that other factors besides the SLP differences across the SST front are important for determining the degree of dominance of the pressure adjustment mechanism as discussed below.
[12] Another interesting question, which can be addressed using the AIRS data, arises whether or not air-temperature differences across the SST fronts penetrate to the free troposphere beyond the MABL. Increasing evidence indicates deep atmospheric responses to SST fronts in the midtroposphere [Liu et al., 2007; Kobashi et al., 2008; Minobe et al., 2008 Minobe et al., , 2010 Tokinaga et al., 2009] . We here examine vertical cross sections of spatially high-pass filtered airtemperature (see Figure S3 for global maps). As expected, signatures of the high-pass filtered air temperature coherent with the SST fronts are prominent between 1000-850 hPa in the four analysis regions. However, its upward penetrations to the free atmosphere are apparent only over the Gulf Stream and the Agulhas Return Current, and the signatures extend up to 400 hPa (Figure 4) . Consequently, these AIRS air-temperature signatures corresponding to the SST fronts provide evidence of the SST front influence on the midtroposphere, in addition to the vertically upward winds found in operational analysis/reanalysis and satellite-derived cloud distributions [Minobe et al., , 2010 Tokinaga et al., 2009] . Also, note that these signatures have length scale of 2,000-3,000 km along the SST fronts, in contrast to the smaller-scale tropospheric temperature anomalies of ∼300 km corresponding to the meanderings of the Agulhas Return Current [Liu et al., 2007] .
Discussion
[13] What condition determines the importance of the pressure adjustment mechanism is still an open question. Spall [2007] shows that weaker winds crossing a SST front allow the pressure adjustment mechanism to develop. This suggests that when wind direction is parallel (perpendicular) to a SST front, the pressure adjustment mechanism plays a larger (smaller) role. Indeed, weak correlations are generally found for the Kuroshi-Oyashio Extension in boreal summer, when prevailing southerly winds cross the zonal SST fronts. Also, the small correlations occur for the Brazil/Malvinas Current in austral winter, when westerlies over the meridionally running SST front are strong. Over the Gulf Stream, winds are generally parallel to the SST front, probably contributing to the aforementioned strong correlation between the thickness Laplacian and wind convergence. For further investigations of the mechanism, it would be necessary to use regional or global atmospheric models [e.g., Small et al., 2005; Minobe et al., 2008; Kuwano-Yoshida et al., 2010; Bryan et al., 2010] . For a validation of those models, air-temperature observations by AIRS provide precious information.
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